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A. S. Sinitsa,a I. V. Lebedeva,b A. A. Knizhnik,c,d A. M. Popov,*e S. T. Skowronf and E. Bichoutskaiaf 
 
A way to produce new metal-carbon nanoobjects by transformation of a graphene flake with an attached 
transition metal cluster under electron irradiation is proposed. The transformation process is investigated 
by molecular dynamics simulations by the example of a graphene flake with a nickel cluster. The parameters 
of the nickel-carbon potential (I. V. Lebedeva et al. J. Phys. Chem. C, 2012, 116, 6572) are modified to 
improve description of the balance between the fullerene elastic energy and graphene edge energies in this 
process. The metal-carbon nanoobjects formed are found to range from heterofullerenes with a metal patch 
to particles consisting of closed fullerene and metal clusters linked by chemical bonds. The atomic-scale 
transformation mechanism is revealed by the local structure analysis. The average time of formation of 
nanoobjects and their lifetime under electron irradiation are estimated for experimental conditions of high-
resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM). The sequence of images of nanostructure evolution 
with time during its observation by HRTEM is also modelled. Furthermore, the possibility of batch 
production of studied metal-carbon nanoobjects and solids based on these nanoobjects is discussed. 
     
Introduction 
Since the discovery of fullerenes a wide set of endofullerenes1 with 
atoms of non-carbon elements inside and heterofullerenes2 with 
carbon atoms of the fullerene cage substituted by atoms of other 
elements have been synthesized. However, though transition 
metals have been extensively studied as catalysts for synthesis of 
carbon nanotubes (see Ref. 3 for review) and graphene4, neither 
endofullerenes nor heterofullerenes which contain atoms of 
transition metals from groups V-VIII have not been synthesized 
yet. 
 Recent advances in transmission electron microscopy, first of 
all implementation of aberration corrections of electromagnetic 
lenses, have led not only to the possibility of the observation of 
single atom dynamics5-7 but have also provided a powerful tool for 
investigation of activation of chemical reactions at atomic scale by 
irradiation. In particular, they have made it possible to observe a 
set of irradiation-induced chemical reactions between transition 
metals and carbon nanostructures.8-13 This set includes hole 
formation in graphene assisted by Pd,8-10 Ni,9,10 and Cr10 atoms and 
clusters, enhancement of the rate of hole formation in graphene 
near iron clusters,11 formation of nanometre-sized hollow 
protrusions on nanotube sidewalls in the presence of catalytically 
active atoms of Re inserted into the nanotubes,12 and cutting of a 
single-walled carbon nanotube with an Os cluster.13 
 It is well known that electron irradiation can be used to induce 
structural transformations of carbon nanostructures similar to those 
at high temperature. A bright examples of such a process is the 
formation of carbon nanoparticle with shell structure from 
amorphous nanoparticle14,15 and the formation of double-walled 
nanotubes from single-walled nanotubes filled with fullerenes16,17 
both under electron irradiation14,16 and in oven15,17. Both high 
temperature and electron irradiation treatment leads to formation 
of sulphur-terminated graphene nanoribbons inside carbon 
nanotubes filled with carbon- and sulphur-containing molecules.18 
 Recently the thermally activated transformation of a graphene 
flake to a fullerene catalysed by a nickel cluster was studied using 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.19 In this process, which 
was predicted to occur at temperatures 700-800 K, the nickel 
cluster was observed to detach after the fullerene formation. 
However, new types of heterofullerenes with a patch made of a 
nickel cluster and fullerenes with nickel clusters attached from 
outside were found to form as intermediate structures during the 
transformation. Based on the similarity between irradiation-
induced and thermally activated transformation processes, we 
consider here the possibility of obtaining these new nanoobjects by 
the transformation of a graphene flake with a nickel cluster 
attached at room temperature under the action of electron 
irradiation in high-resolution transmission electron microscope 
(HRTEM). Contrary to the thermally activated transformation in 
the oven, HRTEM allows visual control and, moreover, makes it 
possible to stop the transformation process instantly at the moment 
when the desired heterostructure is formed. 
 To demonstrate the possibility of obtaining new types of metal-
carbon heterostructures we perform MD simulations of the 
transformation process under the action of electron irradiation 
simulated using the recently elaborated CompuTEM 
algorithm.20,21 This algorithm takes into account annealing of the 
system between changes induced by irradiation in the local 
structure and also provides a sequence of images of sample 
evolution with time during its observation in HRTEM for given 
experimental conditions. 
 The considered process of electron irradiation-induced 
transformation of a graphene flake with a nickel cluster attached 
has a set of features analogous to those for processes in pure carbon 
systems. First of all, a closely related process is the graphene-
fullerene transformation under electron irradiation.22 However, 
other thermally activated and spontaneous processes should also 
be mentioned. The curving of a graphene surface observed in our 
simulations is partly similar to the buckling of a graphene layer on 
a substrate after its cooling23 and theoretically predicted 
spontaneous warping  of graphene sheets and nanoribbons.24,25 The 
reconstruction of the graphene edge leading to a decrease in the 
number of dangling bonds also takes place at the formation of a 
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closed cap at the open end of a carbon nanotube.26,27 After 
formation of a closed fullerene shell as a result of sticking of 
polyyne chains or macrocycles with simultaneous structure 
rearrangement in laser or arc discharge synthesis of fullerenes (see 
Refs.28-30 and references therein) both capture30,31 and 
emission29,30 of C2 molecules are possible. The emission of C2 
molecules has been proposed to play an essential role for the 
formation of abundant isomers of C60 and C70 fullerenes,28-29 and 
of abundant isomers of metallofullerenes.28,32 Here we also 
observe carbon atom loss during the transformation process. 
Transformation of few-layer graphene into multi-walled nanotubes 
at graphite sonication in presence of ferrocene aldehyde have been 
also observed.33,34 Thus, we believe that the present study is 
important for understanding of the processes mentioned above. 
 Predictive atomistic modelling relies on the use of accurate 
interatomic potentials. The new potential for nickel-carbon 
systems has been recently elaborated on the basis of the first-
generation bond-order Brenner potential.19 Here the parameters of 
this potential are modified to improve description of the balance 
between the fullerene elastic energy and graphene edge energies, 
which is important for adequate modelling of the considered 
transformation process.  
 The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the 
developed potential and details of simulations. Then we present the 
results of MD simulations of the transformation and simulations of 
structure images in HRTEM. After that our conclusions are 
summarized and the possibility of production of proposed metal-
carbon heterostructures is discussed. 
 
Methods 
A. Modification of Ni-C potential 
Previously we have extended the first-generation bond-order 
Brenner potential35 with the second set of parameters to describe 
nickel-carbon systems.19 The potential designed in paper19 
reproduces the experimental data on the lattice constant, cohesive 
energy, elastic properties and energy of vacancy formation for fcc 
nickel and is qualitatively correct in predicting relative stability of 
nickel bulk phases. The relative energies of the nickel surfaces and 
the energies of formation of a nickel adatom and addimer on the 
(111) surface obtained by the density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations are well reproduced. The potential also describes the 
relative energies of carbon adatoms at different sites of the nickel 
(111) and (113) surfaces, of atoms in C6 rings and in graphene on 
the nickel (111) surface and of carbon interstitials in the subsurface 
layer and in the bulk obtained by the DFT calculations.  
 Though the original Brenner potential35 and its extension to 
nickel-carbon systems have been already successfully applied for 
simulations of various phenomena in carbon nanosystems,19,20,36,37 
they can be improved further. In particular, it can be expected that 
such processes as the graphene-fullerene transformation are 
sensitive to the balance of elastic and edge energy of curved 
graphene flakes. For this reason, we have tested the reliability of 
the designed Ni-C potential with respect to the description of these 
properties. The widely used second-generation Brenner potential38 
is also considered for comparison. 
 Let us first address the performance of the potentials for 
description of elastic energies of fullerenes. As the majority of 
literature data on elastic energies of small fullerenes are rather old, 
we have performed DFT calculations of energy differences 
between the C60 and C70 fullerenes and the periodic graphene layer 
per carbon atom using VASP code39 with the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) density functional of Perdew, Burke, and 
Ernzerhof.40 The basis set consists of plane waves with the 
maximum kinetic energy of 600 eV. The interaction of valence 
electrons with atomic cores is described using the projector 
augmented-wave method (PAW).41 A second-order Methfessel–
Paxton smearing42 with a width of 0.1 eV is applied. The unit cell 
of the periodic graphene layer is considered in the optimized 4.271 
Å x 2.466 Å x 20 Å model cell. Integration over the Brillouin zone 
is carried out using the Monkhorst-Pack method43 with 24 x 36 x 1 
k-point sampling. The calculations for the C60 and C70 fullerenes 
are performed using a single Γ point in the 20 Å x 20 Å x 20 Å 
model cell. The fullerene structures are geometrically optimized 
until the residual force acting on each atom becomes less than 0.01 
eV/Å. The calculated elastic energies of the C60 and C70 fullerenes 
of 0.36 eV and 0.32 eV per carbon atom, respectively. These values 
are close to the energy of 0.41 eV inferred from the experimental 
measurements44,45 for the C60 fullerene (the energy of solid C60 has 
been determined in Ref. 44 and the energy for sublimation into 
isolated C60 molecules in Ref. 45). 
 To obtain the energy differences between the C60 and C70 
fullerenes and the periodic graphene layer per carbon atom for the 
classical potentials, the C60 and C70 fullerenes are geometrically 
optimized using the conjugated gradient method. The periodic 
graphene layer is considered in the rectangular model cell 
comprising 10 rectangular unit cells consisting of four carbon 
atoms along the armchair direction and 17 unit cells along the 
zigzag direction. The size of the model cell is optimized to obtain 
the equilibrium graphene bond length. The comparison of the data 
obtained using the classical potentials and in our DFT calculations 
(Table 1) reveal that the Ni-C potential provides a good description 
of elastic properties of small fullerenes, while the second-
generation Brenner potential tends to overestimate elastic energies. 
 The second property that is important for realistic modelling of 
the graphene-fullerene transformation is the graphene edge energy. 
To obtain it for the considered classical potentials we have 
calculated energies of zigzag and armchair graphene nanoribbons 
(GNRs) under periodic boundary conditions. The edge energy per 
unit edge length is found as  
 edge GNR gr1
2
E E N
L
   ,                                 (1) 
where L  is the length of the model cell along the nanoribbon axis, 
N  is the number of atoms in the model cell, GNRE is the GNR 
energy and gr  is the energy per carbon atom in the periodic 
graphene layer. The same periodic layer as in the calculations of 
the fullerene elastic energies is considered. To find the energies of 
armchair and zigzag GNRs the size of the model cell is increased 
twice along the zigzag and armchair direction, respectively, while 
keeping the absolute positions of atoms the same. Then the GNR 
structures are geometrically optimized and the edge energies are 
derived according to formula (1). As seen from  Table 1, the edge 
energies calculated using the Ni-C potential developed in our 
previous paper are 10 – 40% smaller than the values from literature 
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obtained by the DFT calculations. For comparison, the data for the 
second-generation Brenner potential are also given and it is seen 
that this potential describes the graphene edge energies well.  
 
Table 1. Graphene edge energies and elastic energies of the C60 and C70 
fullerenes calculated using the original and modified versions of the Ni-C 
potential, the second-generation Brenner potential (Brenner II) and within 
DFT. 
Property Original  
Ni-C 
Modified  
Ni-C 
Brenner II DFT 
Graphene edge energy (eV/Å) 
Armchair  0.83 1.25 1.09 1.01,46,47  
1.2046,48 
Zigzag 0.73 1.50 1.04 1.18,46 
1.39,46,48 
1.3547 
Fullerene elastic energies (eV per atom) 
C60 0.39 0.39 0.55 0.36a  
C70 0.34 0.34 0.49 0.32a  
aPresent work. 
   
 To improve the balance of elastic and edge energies in the Ni-C 
potential we have slightly modified the F function in the Brenner 
potential form.19,35 Namely, we have set  CC 1 2 2 0 063F , , .  . This 
allows to improve the graphene edge energies, while keeping the 
elastic energies the same. Also as compared to the previous version 
of the potential, in the modified potential, we have symmetrized 
function F to recover the same function as in the original first-
generation Brenner potential.35 To keep the correct energies of 
carbon structures on the nickel (111) surface we have also adjusted 
the parameters CCNi 0 115a .  and CNiC 0 602a . . The fullerene 
elastic energies and graphene edge energies calculated using the 
modified potential are given in Table 1. 
 As seen from Table 1, different from the previous version of the 
Ni-C potential19 and second-generation Brenner potential,38 the Ni-
C potential with the small modifications of the parameters 
discussed above describes properly both the elastic energies of 
fullerenes and the graphene edge energies. However, the MD 
simulations using this modified potential at high temperature have 
revealed formation of metastable chains of alternating two-
coordinated nickel and carbon atoms, which in reality should be 
very unstable. To supress this unphysical behaviour an additional 
correction has been introduced to the potential in the form of the H 
function that was present in the original Brenner potential but was 
taken equal to zero in the previous version of the Ni-C potential.  
 The function H is still taken equal to zero for carbon-carbon and 
nickel-nickel bonds and for the contribution of carbon atoms to the 
carbon-nickel bonds. Non-zero values of  C NiNiC , H H N N  are 
assumed only for the contribution of nickel atoms having Ni 5N   
nickel neighbours and  C 1N   carbon neighbours in addition to 
the carbon atom participating in the nickel-carbon bond under 
consideration. Taking  C NiNiC 1, 3 1 3H N N .    has allowed 
the fitting of the energy of nickel-carbon chains relative to bulk 
nickel and graphite to the value of 5.5 eV per nickel-carbon pair, 
which followed from our DFT calculations. The values 
 C NiNiC 1, 4 5 2 5H N N , .    have been chosen to decrease in 
magnitude the cohesive energy of bulk NiC carbide with the NaCl 
structure to the DFT value of 10.5 eV obtained in Ref. 49. These 
corrections have been shown sufficient to avoid formation of any 
of such structures in MD simulations. The full list of parameters of 
the modified potential can be found in the supplementary 
information.† 
 To summarize, the modification of the parameters of the Ni-C 
potential19 has substantially improved the description of the elastic 
energies of fullerenes and the graphene edge energies. Moreover, 
the corrections introduced for low-coordinated nickel atoms help 
to avoid spurious effects in high-temperature dynamics of carbon–
nickel systems. Thus, in the present form, the Ni-C potential is 
appropriate for modelling of the graphene-fullerene transformation 
and is applied here for simulations of this process at high 
temperatures and under electron irradiation. 
 
B. Details of MD simulations 
 The effect of electron irradiation on the graphene flake with the 
attached metal cluster is simulated using the recently elaborated 
CompuTEM algorithm.20,21 In this algorithm, effective modelling 
of processes induced by electron irradiation is achieved by 1) 
taking into account only interactions between incident electrons 
and atoms leading to changes in the atomic structure (i.e. 
irradiation-induced events) and 2) considering annealing of the 
structure between these events independently at elevated 
temperature. 
 In the considered algorithm, such irradiation-induced events are 
described as follows:20 1) the nanostructure is equilibrated at a 
temperature corresponding to the experimental conditions in 
HRTEM, 2) a type of each atom of the nanostructure is determined 
based on the number and strength of its chemical bonds, 3) the 
possible minimal energy that can be transferred from an incident 
electron is assigned to each atom in accordance with the atom type 
determined at step 2, 4) a single electron-atom interaction event is 
introduced by giving a momentum distributed according to the 
standard theory of elastic electron scattering between a relativistic 
electron and a nucleus20,50-53 to a random atom that is chosen based 
on the total probabilities of electron collisions with different atoms 
determined by the minimum transferred energies assigned at step 
3 (such a description of electron-atom interaction events is 
adequate as the time of electron-atom interaction in HRTEM is 
considerably less than the MD time step), 5) MD run at a 
temperature corresponding to the experimental conditions with the 
duration sufficient for bond reorganisation, 6) the surrounding of 
the impacted atom is analysed again and if no change in the atom 
type or in the list of the nearest neighbours is detected as compared 
to step 2 within this time period (the impact is unsuccessful), the 
simulation cycle is repeated. However, if the system topology has 
changed (the impact is successful), an additional MD run of 
duration relt  at elevated temperature relT  is performed to describe 
the structural relaxation between successive electron impacts. 
 In our simulations, the MD runs at steps 1 and 5 are performed 
at a temperature of 300 K during 10 ps. This time is sufficient to 
capture all structural transformations induced by the electron 
collision. The temperature relT  and duration relt  of the additional 
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MD run at step 6 should be chosen so that the structure 
reconstruction due to irradiation-induced events is described as full 
as possible, while thermally induced transformations are virtually 
excluded. MD simulations of diffusion of vacancies towards 
graphene flake edges54 imply that the average time necessary for 
the reconstruction of irradiation-induced defects in the flake at 
temperature 2500 K is about 100 ps. This indicates the minimal 
duration of the high-temperature MD run at step 6 of the described 
algorithm required for adequate modelling of electron irradiation 
of the graphene flake and this duration relt  100 ps is used in our 
simulations. To choose the temperature for the MD run at step 6 
we have performed simulations of the thermally activated 
transformation (without irradiation) at temperatures 2100-2500 K. 
The results of these simulations and the choice of the temperature 
relT  on the basis of these results are presented in the next section.  
 At step 2 of the algorithm, the type of each carbon atom is 
determined based on the following information: (1) the numbers of 
carbon neighbours of the atom, his carbon neighbours and their 
neighbours, (2) presence of nearest-neighbour nickel atoms and (3) 
existence of non-hexagonal rings in the carbon bond network of 
the graphene flake to which the atom belongs. As chosen in our 
previous publication,19 the minimal transferred energy is taken to 
be 10 eV for two-coordinated carbon atoms at flake edges and 
corners (here and below we refer to carbon atoms having one, two 
or three bonds with other carbon atoms as one-coordinated, two-
coordinated and three-coordinated carbon atoms, respectively, 
independent of the number of bonds with nickel atoms), chains of 
two-coordinated carbon atoms, three-coordinated carbon atoms in 
non-hexagonal rings and three-coordinated carbon atoms close to 
the flake edges (not farther than two bonds from the edge atoms). 
The minimum transferred energy for the rest of three-coordinated 
carbon atoms in the flake interior is 15 eV. The minimal transferred 
energy for carbon adatoms on the metal cluster is taken as 5 eV so 
that it is below the adsorption energy of 6 eV for a carbon atom on 
the nickel (111) surface calculated using the same Ni-C potential. 
The same value is used for one-coordinated atoms. For these 
minimal transferred energies, the fraction of successful electron 
impacts is about 10%. This value is low enough to be sure that the 
majority of irradiation-induced events is taken into account. 
 Let us discuss the choice of the system size. Due to the random 
nature of electron impacts and huge thermodynamic fluctuations in 
nanosystems with hundreds of atoms and less, a very wide 
dispersion of the temporal and structural parameters of the 
transformation process is observed for the same number of carbon 
and nickel atoms in the system. Thus, a relatively small system 
should be considered to obtain a better statistics for the same 
starting system within the reasonable computational time. 
However, our previous studies on the nickel-assisted graphene-
fullerene transformation at high temperatures demonstrated that 
with the decrease in the size of nickel cluster, the thermally 
activated desorption of the nickel cluster takes place at lower 
temperatures.19 To avoid such thermally activated effects for small 
systems it is necessary to decrease the relaxation temperature relT  
and, therefore, to increase the duration relt  of the additional MD 
run at step 6 of the algorithm. The increase of the duration relt  leads 
in turn to the increase of the computational time. Thus, to obtain 
good statistics and at the same time to adequately take into account 
the structure relaxation between electron impacts we choose an 
intermediate system size. Based on the results of our previous 
study,19 the graphene flake consisting of C 96N   atoms and the 
nickel cluster consisting of Ni 13N   atoms are considered. In the 
beginning of the simulations, the flake has the shape of an ideal 
hexagon with six equal zigzag edges and the metal cluster is placed 
at a corner of the flake (see Figure 1a). The periodic boundary 
conditions are applied to the simulation cell of 20 nm х 20 nm х 20 
nm size. The kinetic energy of electrons in the beam is 80 keV and 
the electron flux is 4.1106 electrons/(snm2).20  
 The considered Ni13 cluster is so small that the nickel atoms are 
quite mobile even at room temperature. This equilibrium motion 
clearly dominates over the irradiation-induced events in the 
cluster. Therefore, interactions of electrons with nickel atoms are 
disregarded. Moreover, breaking/formation of bonds of the 
impacted carbon atom with nickel atoms is not considered as a 
prerequisite for the additional MD run at step 6 of the algorithm 
unless the impacted atom does not have bonds with nickel atoms 
at all before or after the electron collision, i.e. the atom type is 
changed in the result of this collision.  
  The in-house MD-kMC55 (Molecular Dynamics – kinetic 
Monte Carlo) code is used. The modified Ni-C potential described 
in the previous subsection is applied.  The integration time step is 
0.6 fs. The temperature is maintained by the Berendsen 
thermostat,56 with relaxation times of 0.1 ps, 3 ps and 0.3 ps for the 
MD runs at steps 1, 5 and 6 of the described algorithm, 
respectively. In the simulations of the thermally activated 
graphene-fullerene transformation, the relaxation time is 0.3 ps. To 
obtain the information on belonging of carbon atoms to non-
hexagonal rings necessary for their classification at step 2 of the 
algorithm the topology of the carbon bond network of the flake is 
analysed on the basis of the “shortest-path” algorithm.57 Two 
carbon atoms are considered as bonded if the distance between 
them does not exceed 1.8 Å, while for bonded carbon and nickel 
atoms, this maximal bond length is 2.2 Å. Because of the finite size 
of the simulation cell atoms and dimers that detach from the 
graphene flake and the metal cluster can cross the simulation cell 
several times and then stick back, while in the real system, they 
would fly away. To avoid these artificial reattachments atoms and 
dimers that detach from the system and do not stick back within 10 
ps are removed.  
 
C. Details of simulations of HRTEM images 
In CompuTEM two main computational parts, molecular dynamics 
and image simulations, are linked by the experimental value of the 
electron flux, which allows up-scaling of the MD simulation time 
to the experimental time and determines the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the simulated images.  
 The total structure evolution time at experimental conditions 
can be expressed as a sum of the time periods between subsequent 
irradiation-induced events. The time period evt  between the events 
is defined as the inverse of the product of the overall cross-section 
σ corresponding to all considered irradiation-induced events and 
the electron current density j  
 ev 1t / j , (1) 
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where the overall cross-section is assigned to each type u of atoms 
as 
 u u
u
N  , (2) 
where u  is the cross-section corresponding to all considered 
irradiation-induced events, uN  is the number of atoms of u-th type 
in the nanostructure. Equation (1) gives the rate of structure 
evolution under the influence of the e-beam and allows the direct 
comparison of the simulated process with experimentally observed 
dynamics. All impacts, including unsuccessful, which do not 
change the local atomic structure, are included in the estimation of 
the rate of structure evolution using equation (1).  
 Image simulations are produced using the Musli multislice 
code,58 with thermal vibrations of the atoms taken into account 
using the frozen phonon approach.59 In order to accurately 
reproduce the effects of anisotropic vibrations and fast 
conformational changes, especially important for the loosely-
bound fragments observed during the structure evolution, 20 
phonons are averaged to produce each image. The effect of the 
electron flux is then applied, assuming a one second exposition 
time texp for each image. The intensity of each pixel is calculated as 
    sim expPoisson randomI x, y I x, y jt x y     , (3) 
where  simI x, y is the image intensity resulting from the 
multislice simulation, j  is the electron flux (taken to be 4.1106 
electrons/(snm2), corresponding to the MD simulations described 
above) and x y   is the pixel size. The experimentally measured 
modulation transfer function (MTF) of a CCD camera60 at an 80 
kV accelerating voltage is applied to obtain an accurate signal to 
noise (SNR) ratio. The spherical aberration is 20 μm and the 
defocus is set to 5 nm, with a focus spread of 1.9 nm. 
 
Results and discussion 
A. MD simulations of thermally activated transformation 
As discussed in the introduction, similar structural transformations 
can be often induced both by electron irradiation at moderate 
temperatures and by high temperature. However, in our MD 
simulations, we have to include a high-temperature stage to 
describe structure relaxation between successful electron impacts 
at affordable computational cost. To separate the effects of electron 
irradiation and high temperature the temperature relT  and duration 
relt  of this high-temperature stage should be chosen so that 
thermally induced transformations of the pristine structure are 
mainly excluded, i.e. the following condition should be fulfilled 
 
ir rel thN t t , (4) 
where irN  is the number of irradiation-induced events during the 
simulation of the irradiation-induced process and tht  is the 
characteristic simulation time required for the thermally induced 
process analogous to the considered irradiation-induced process to 
take place at the elevated temperature relT . Therefore, simulations 
of irradiation-induced processes require prior knowledge on the 
thermally induced behaviour of the system. 
 To estimate the characteristic time of the thermally activated 
nickel-assisted graphene-fullerene transformation we have 
performed simulations of this process at temperatures 2100 K – 
2500 K (Fig. 1). During the simulations, a set of parameters are 
monitored to determine the transformation moment and to give the 
possibility of comparing the effects of high temperature and 
electron irradiation on the process pathway. The total number of 
two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms 2N  (including 
atoms in carbon chains) characterizes the length of the flake edge 
and is used to detect the formation of the carbon cage. It is assumed 
that the moment of transformation tht  corresponds to the decrease 
of the number 2N  twice   02 th 2 1 2N t / N / . The number of two-
coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms with any non-zero 
number of bonds with the nickel cluster CNiN  characterizes the 
contact area between the flake and cluster. Carbon atoms which are 
not bound by carbon-carbon bonds to the flake (i.e. are isolated 
from the flake) are considered as dissolved in the nickel cluster or 
adsorbed on the cluster surface. The number of such atoms is 
denoted as dN . The dependences of numbers of pentagons 5N , 
hexagons 6N  and heptagons 7N on time characterize changes in 
the local structure of the carbon bond network. 
 The transformation times obtained for the thermally activated 
process at different temperatures are listed in Table 2. The 
calculated temperature dependence of the average graphene-
fullerene transformation time   can be approximated by 
Arrhenius equation (Fig. 2) 
 a0
B
exp
E
k T
 
 
  
 
, (5) 
where 12.2 0.50 10
   s is the pre-exponential factor, a 1.8 0.4E    
eV is the activation energy, and Bk  is the Boltzmann constant. 
These kinetic parameters are in good agreement with the published 
data on the thermally activated nickel-assisted graphene-fullerene 
transformation obtained using the previous version of the Ni-C 
potential.19 Fast desorption of the nickel cluster as compared to 
these previous simulations is related to destabilization of nickel-
carbon bonds for low-coordinated (with 5 and less nickel 
neighbours) nickel atoms and, as a consequence, weaker adhesion 
of the considered small nickel cluster with the graphene edge.  
 The carbon cages formed in the result of the simulations contain 
structural defects, such as heptagons, octagons and other non-
hexagonal rings as well as several two-coordinated atoms (Fig. 2).  
However, they can be referred to as “fullerenes” in the wide sense 
of this word, i.e. as closed carbon cages consisting mostly of three-
coordinated carbon atoms. This definition and the structure of the 
formed carbon cages are consistent with the results of previous MD 
simulations.19-21,30,36,37 Rearrangements inside the graphene-like 
network of three-coordinated carbon atoms have much larger 
barriers and are much slower than those at the flake edges.36,37 For 
this reason, observation of the transformation of the obtained 
structures to the perfect fullerenes is not accessible for standard 
MD simulations. 
 In simulations in which the cluster does not leave the carbon 
cage before its closure, formation of metastable heterofullerenes 
with the metal cluster serving as a “patch” to the carbon cage takes 
place (Fig. 2i), in agreement with the previous simulations.19 These 
structures are also referred to as “heterofullerenes” only in the wide
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Fig. 1 Calculated evolution of structure of the graphene flake with the attached nickel cluster at temperature 2100 K observed in: (a) 0 ns, (b) 1 ns, (c) 2.3 
ns, (d) 3.5 ns, (e) 4.5 ns, (f) 5.7 ns, (g) 6 ns, (h) 7 ns, (i) 7.6 ns and (j) 9.4 ns. Calculated number N2 of two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms 
(green line, upper panel), number Nd of carbon atoms dissolved in the nickel cluster  (red line, middle panel) and number NCNi of two-coordinated and one-
coordinated carbon atoms bound to the cluster (blue line, middle panel), and numbers of pentagons N5 (red line, lower panel), heptagons N7 (blue line, 
lower panel) and hexagons N6 (green line, lower panel) as functions of simulation time t (in ns).  The moments of time corresponding to structures (a−j) 
are shown using vertical dashed lines. The time τ of the graphene-heterofullerene transformation and the heterofullerene lifetime τ1 are indicated by 
double-headed arrows.  
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sense. Their carbon cages contain structural defects and the metal 
atoms are not actually incorporated into the carbon network but 
rather stay together as a cluster (Fig. 2). 
Table 2. Calculated average times   of thermally activated nickel-
assisted graphene-fullerene transformation, root-mean-square deviation 
of this time,  fraction    of simulations in which the nickel cluster detaches 
from the graphene flake before the transformation occurs and fraction   
of simulations in which nickel heterofullerenes are formed for different 
temperatures T . The total number N of simulations for each considered 
system is indicated.  
T  (K) N        (ns)   (ns) 
2500 10 10/10 0/10 2.2 1.1 
2400 10 10/10 0/10 2.6 1.0 
2300 10 9/10 0/10 3.5 0.8 
2200 10 8/10 1/10 7.9 1.8 
2100 18 15/18 2/18 8.9 2.2 
 
 
Fig. 2. Calculated (black squares) average time  of the thermally 
activated nickel-assisted graphene-fullerene transformation (in ns) and 
(grey circles) average total duration of the high-temperature simulation 
step for the irradiation-induced nickel-assisted graphene-heterostructure 
transformation (in ns) as functions of the reciprocal of temperature 
1000/T (in K-1) (logarithmic scale). The dashed line shows Arrhenius 
approximation (5). 
 
B. MD simulations of irradiation-induced transformation 
As seen from the previous subsection, the graphene-fullerene 
transformation at temperatures above 2000 K occurs rather fast, at 
times of several nanoseconds. Therefore, to study the effect of 
electron irradiation we have to choose a lower temperature relT  for 
the high-temperature step 6 of the algorithm. Based on the 19 
simulations with the temperature rel 1800 KT   at this step, the 
average number of irradiation-induced events leading to the 
graphene-heterofullerene transformation is calculated to be 
ir 174 80N    (i.e. ir rel 17 4 8 0N t . .  ns ). The dependence in 
Fig. 2 extrapolated to the region of lower temperatures predicts that 
the characteristic simulation time required for the thermally 
induced process at this temperature is tht  60.7 ns. Therefore, the 
condition (4) is clearly fulfilled and rel 1800 KT   is sufficient to 
separate the effects of electron irradiation and high temperature. 
 All simulation runs show that under the electron irradiation, the 
flat graphene flake with the nickel cluster attached finally 
transforms to a fullerene and the nickel cluster detaches (except 4 
simulation runs which have been stopped before the cluster 
desorption but we are sure this should happen in continuation of 
these runs as well). However, contrary to thermally activated 
transformation the cluster always stays attached to the carbon cage 
until its complete closure. No formation of nickel-endofullerenes 
is detected, different from the case of large graphene flakes and 
large nickel clusters in Ref. 19. Note that the fullerene formed is 
too small to incorporate the cluster. In all simulation runs, the 
formation of metastable metal-carbon heterostructures takes place. 
However, the lifetimes and geometry of these metastable 
heterostructures are different in different simulations. Based on 
these qualitative differences, two limiting cases can be considered. 
In the first limiting case, the metal cluster is only slightly deformed 
during the whole simulation and keeps its compact structure (Fig. 
3). The metastable heterostructures observed at the final stage of 
these simulations have the metal cluster linked by few nickel-
carbon bonds to the carbon cage from outside. In the second 
limiting case, the cluster is deformed strongly during the 
transformation and a metastable heterofullerene with the metal 
cluster serving as a “patch” to the carbon cage is formed (Fig. 4). 
 The first stages of the transformation are similar in all cases and 
correspond to the stages of the irradiation-induced transformation 
of the graphene flake without any metal cluster attached.20 Most 
structural rearrangements of the graphene flake take place at the 
edges and corners. The very first steps of the simulations reveal the 
formation of non-hexagonal polygons at the flake edges (Fig. 3b 
and Fig. 4b). Incorporation of pentagons at the edges leads to 
curving of the flake (Fig. 3c-e and Fig. 4c-e). At some moment the 
reconstruction of the flake edges results in the formation of a bowl-
shaped region (Fig. 3f and Fig. 4f). Analogously to simulations20,21 
of the graphene-fullerene transformation in HRTEM without any  
cluster attached, we confirm the suggestion22 that generation of 
pentagons inside the graphene flake is necessary for formation of 
bowl-shaped structure of the flake at the intermediate stage of the 
transformation. It should be also noted that many events induced 
by irradiation in the graphene flake correspond to formation of 
short chains of two-coordinated carbon atoms that are bound to the 
flake at one end or at both ends. Sticking of these chains back to 
the flake (at the free end or at one of the atoms in the middle) in 
the configuration different from that before the electron impact 
leads to reconstruction of the flake edge and generation of non-
hexagonal polygons, including pentagons. Therefore, formation of 
such chains is very important for the transformation of the 
graphene flake. The same mechanism was observed in the 
simulations of high-temperature transformation of the pristine 
graphene flake19,36,37 and thermally activated closing of carbon 
nanotube ends using the density-functional tight-binding method.27 
 As soon as a bowl-shaped region is formed, diverse behaviour 
of the system is possible. In the first limiting case, formation of 
carbon-carbon bonds occurs preferentially over increasing the 
number of carbon-nickel bonds (Fig. 3g-i). Fast zipping of the 
flake edges occurs, while the number CNiN  of two-coordinated and 
one-coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the nickel atom  
decreases monotonically. As mentioned above, the metal cluster 
finally desorbs and the carbon cage closes completely (Fig. 3j). In 
the second limiting case, the increase in the number of nickel-
carbon bonds occurs rather than formation of new carbon-carbon 
bonds, which is seen by the increase in the number CNiN of two- 
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Fig. 3 Calculated evolution of structure of the graphene flake with attached nickel cluster under electron irradiation in HRTEM observed in: (a) 0 s, (b) 33 
s, (c) 54 s, (d) 95 s, (e) 117 s, (f) 201 s, (g) 267 s, (h) 438 s, (i) 670 s and (j) 695 s. Calculated number N2 of two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon 
atoms (green line, upper panel), number Nd of carbon atoms dissolved in the nickel cluster  (red line, middle panel) and number NCNi of two-coordinated 
and one-coordinated carbon atoms bound to the cluster (blue line, middle panel), and numbers of pentagons N5 (red line, lower panel), heptagons N7 
(blue line, lower panel) and hexagons N6 (green line, lower panel) as functions of time t (in s) under electron irradiation in HRTEM.  The moments of time 
corresponding to structures (a−j) are shown using verƟcal dashed lines. The Ɵme τ of the graphene-heterofullerene transformation and the 
heterofullerene lifetime τ1  are indicated by double-headed arrows 
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coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the 
cluster (Fig. 4). This is achieved by smearing the nickel cluster 
over the edges of the carbon cage (Fig. 4g-h). As a result, a long-
living metastable heterofullerene consisting of the carbon cage 
with the metal patch is formed (Fig. 4h,i). Nevertheless, finally, the 
same as in the first case, the carbon cage closes completely (Fig. 
4j) and the metal cluster detaches. 
 It should be noted that this pathway is qualitatively close to the 
pathway for the thermally activated nickel-assisted graphene-
fullerene transformation (Fig. 1). Thus, the graphene-fullerene 
transformation is an example of the process that happens in similar 
ways at high temperature and under the electron irradiation.  
 The closed carbon cages formed under electron irradiation 
contain large non-hexagonal rings and two-coordinated carbon 
atoms (Fig. 3j and Fig. 4j), the same as in the previous simulations 
for a pristine graphene flake20 and the thermally activated 
process.19,21,36,37 The dynamics of non-hexagonal rings during the 
two discussed examples of the flake evolution are shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4. Similar to the previous work on the thermally activated 
nickel-assisted graphene-fullerene transformation19 the metal 
cluster stays intact during the transformation and single nickel 
atoms do not incorporate into the graphene-like network of three-
coordinated carbon atoms (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Therefore, the 
structures obtained in the simulations should be also considered as 
“fullerenes” and “heterofullerenes” in the wide sense. 
 The average graphene-heterofullerene transformation time 
under electron irradiation in all the simulation runs performed is 
495 ± 200 s. This is only slightly smaller than the graphene-
fullerene transformation time 630 ± 120 s obtained for the 
graphene flake without any cluster attached for the same conditions 
of observation in HRTEM in our previous publication.20 Therefore, 
the metal cluster has only a mild effect on the graphene folding 
kinetics. Indeed the statistical data on the frequencies of 
irradiation-induced events for different types of carbon atoms 
demonstrate that 78% of these events are related to electron 
impacts with carbon atoms not bonded to the cluster (Table 3). It 
is important to note that the graphene-fullerene transformation was 
observed in HRTEM in the absence of a metal cluster.22 Thus, the 
conclusion on the mild effect of the cluster on the transformation 
process is consistent with this experimental result.  
 Nevertheless, some influence of the cluster can be explained by 
the following effects. Firstly, the cluster favors wrapping the 
graphene flake around it as this corresponds to an increase in the 
number of nickel-carbon bonds. Therefore, the cluster stabilizes 
structural rearrangements that are directed at folding the graphene 
flake. The attempts of the flake to wrap around the cluster can be 
seen by peaks in the number CNiN  of two-coordinated and one-
coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the cluster before the bowl-
shaped region is formed (Fig. 3 and 4). Secondly, the cluster 
introduces new irradiation-induced reactions that contribute to the 
transformation. For example, electron collisions can lead to the 
transfer of carbon atoms from the graphene flake to the cluster that 
can later reattach to the flake. The existence of such a process, 
which is impossible for the pristine graphene flake, can be noticed 
by the elevated number dN  of carbon atoms dissolved or adsorbed 
on the cluster (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) as compared to the equilibrium 
level for the same system at high temperature (Fig. 2). Finally, the 
cluster affects activation energies for reactions in the contact area 
between the graphene flake and the cluster, leading to changes in 
the cross-sections for irradiation-induced processes in that area. 
This effect can be illustrated by comparison of atom emission 
events for the pristine graphene flake20 and the flake with the 
cluster attached. 
Table 3. Calculated relative frequencies of all irradiation-induced events 
and emission events for impacted carbon atoms of different types.   
Types of atoms All events Emission 
Not bonded to the cluster   
1. One-coordinated atoms 0.0167 0.1224 
2. Two-coordinated atoms except atoms in 
chains 
0.0471 0.0612 
3. Two-coordinated atoms in chains (having 
only two bonds with two-coordinated or 
one-coordinated carbon atoms) 
0.2012 0.0204 
4. Three-coordinated atoms in non-
hexagonal rings 
0.3876 0.0204 
5. Three-coordinated carbon atoms in 
hexagons located not farther than by two 
bonds to atoms of types 1-4 and 8-11  
0.0550 0.0816 
6. Edge three-coordinated atoms in 
hexagons (bonded to at least one two-
coordinated atom) 
0.0756 0 
7. Other three-coordinated atoms 0 0 
Total: 0.7831 0.3061 
 
Bonded to the cluster   
8. One-coordinated atoms 0.0393 0.0204 
9. Two-coordinated atoms except atoms in 
chains 
0.0245 0.0204 
10. Two-coordinated atoms in chains (having 
only two bonds with two-coordinated or 
one-coordinated carbon atoms) 
0.0726 0.1020 
11. Three-coordinated atoms in non-
hexagonal rings 
0.0020 0 
12. Three-coordinated carbon atoms in 
hexagons located not farther than by two 
bonds to atoms of types 1-4 and 8-11 
0.0020 0 
13. Edge three-coordinated atoms in 
hexagons (bonded to at least one two-
coordinated atom) 
0 0 
14. Other three-coordinated atoms 0 0 
15. Adatoms  0.0765 0.5510 
16. Ad-dimers 0 0 
 
 The loss of several carbon atoms is observed in the simulations. 
The distribution of sizes of fullerenes formed from the graphene 
flake has an average of 84 atoms and a root-mean-square deviation 
of 5 atoms, i.e. on average 12 atoms are lost before the carbon cage 
closes. This is much smaller than the size of the flake, therefore, 
the decrease in the flake size can be disregarded in the calculations 
of the transformation time. On the other hand, this is much greater 
than the atom losses of 1-2 atoms observed in our previous work 
for the graphene flake without any cluster attached.20 The statistics 
on the electron-induced events for impacted carbon atoms of 
different type reveals that in 69% of cases, the atom emission 
occurs for the carbon atoms bonded to the nickel cluster (Table 3). 
55% of such events are emission of carbon adatoms from the nickel 
cluster. Thus, it can be concluded that one of the important 
channels for carbon atom loss is irradiation-induced transfer of
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Fig. 4 Calculated evolution of structure of the graphene flake with attached nickel cluster under electron irradiation in HRTEM observed in: (a) 0 s, (b) 113 
s, (c) 207 s, (d) 306 s, (e) 461 s, (f) 550 s, (g) 632 s, (h) 689 s, (i) 704 s and (j) 1878 s. Calculated number N2 of two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon 
atoms (green line, upper panel), number Nd of carbon atoms dissolved in the nickel cluster  (red line, middle panel) and number NCNi of two-coordinated 
and one-coordinated carbon atoms bound to the cluster (blue line, middle panel), and numbers of pentagons N5 (red line, lower panel), heptagons N7 
(blue line, lower panel) and hexagons N6 (green line, lower panel) as functions of time t (in s) under electron irradiation in HRTEM. The moments of time 
corresponding to structures (a−j) are shown using verƟcal dashed lines. The Ɵme τ of graphene-heterofullerene transformation is indicated by double-
headed arrow.  
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carbon atoms from the graphene flake to the cluster followed by 
their emission from the cluster. Therefore, the cluster reduces the 
threshold energy for emission of carbon atoms and favours atom 
losses. 
 Some conclusions on the role of the cluster in the graphene-
heterofullerene transformation can be also drawn by the detailed 
analysis of the number CNiN  of two-coordinated and one-
coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the cluster. This quantity 
characterizes the contact area between the carbon structure and the 
cluster and, thus, reflects the degree to which the cluster 
participates in the transformation processes. Fig. 5a demonstrates 
that there is a correlation between the number CNi tN    of carbon 
atoms bonded to the cluster averaged from the start of the 
simulations to the moment of graphene folding and the graphene- 
heterofullerene transformation time  . The general trend is that 
greater values of CNi tN   correspond to smaller transformation 
times. This means that the more bonds there are between the cluster 
and the flake, i.e. the stronger they interact, the transformation 
happens faster. The transformation times range from 300 s for the 
clusters bonded on average to 6 two-coordinated and one-
coordinated carbon atoms up to 1000 s for the clusters bonded with 
4-5 two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms.  
 The number CNiN of two-coordinated and one-coordinated 
carbon atoms bonded to the cluster after formation of a 
heterostructure also correlates with its stability. To characterize the 
latter we determine the heterostructure lifetime 1  as the time 
period between the moment  of graphene folding to the moment 
of cluster desorption when CNiN  goes to zero. For 4 simulation 
runs that have been stopped before the cluster desorption, the 
lifetime is determined as the time period between the moment 
of graphene folding and the end of the simulations. Fig. 5b shows 
that this lifetime increases with increasing the number of CNi tN   
averaged over this time period. This can be interpreted in the way 
that stronger interaction between the cluster and carbon cage 
provides more stable heterostructures. The lifetime varies from 
less than 50 s in the case when the cluster is bonded to only 2-3 
two-coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms 
(heterostructures with the cluster linked by few nickel-carbon 
bonds to the carbon cage from outside, such as in Fig. 3) to 1000 s 
in the case when the cluster is bonded to more than 6 two-
coordinated and one-coordinated carbon atoms (heterofullerenes 
with the cluster serving as a metal patch to the carbon cage, such 
as in Fig. 4). However, in any case this lifetime is sufficient for 
stopping electron irradiation in HRTEM at the moment when the 
heterostructure exists. Examples of images that can be observed in 
HRTEM during the graphene-heterofullerene transformation 
presented in Fig. 3 and 4 show that distinguishing between the 
considered types of metal-carbon heterostructures is possible 
under a visual control in HRTEM. 
 Moreover, the lifetimes of the heterostructures formed in the 
result of the graphene transformation are on the order of the 
transformation time. The time dependence of the number hN  of 
heterostructures that are in the transformation stage between the 
moments of graphene folding and cluster desorption has a 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Calculated number CNi tN   of two-coordinated and one-
coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the cluster averaged from the start 
of the simulations to the moment of graphene folding as a function of the 
graphene-heterofullerene transformation time   (in s) under electron 
irradiation in HRTEM. (b) Calculated number CNi tN   of two-coordinated 
and one-coordinated carbon atoms bonded to the cluster averaged from 
the moment of graphene folding to the moment of cluster desorption 
(filled symbols) or to the end of simulations (open symbols) as a function 
of the heterofullerene lifetime 1  (in s) under electron irradiation in 
HRTEM. The data corresponding to evolution of structure presented in 
Figs. 3 and 4 are indicated. 
 
Fig. 6. Calculated number hN  of heterostructures  in the transformation 
stage between the moments of graphene folding and cluster desorption 
for 19 simulation runs at different moments of time t (in s) under electron 
irradiation in HRTEM. The horizontal line corresponds to the 50% yield of 
heterostructures. 
maximum at 700 s (Fig. 6) with the yield greater 50 % during 500 
s. Therefore, such heterostructures can be synthesized 
experimentally with a high yield without any visual control in 
HRTEM if the electron irradiation is stopped at the moment, when 
the maximum yield of the heterostructures is achieved. 
Conclusions 
Based on the DFT calculations, the parameters of the Ni-C 
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potential19 have been modified to improve the description of the 
balance of elastic and edge energy of curved graphene flakes. 
Moreover, additional corrections have been introduced to supress 
spurious dynamic effects that can appear at high temperatures, 
such as formation of chains of alternating two-coordinated nickel 
and carbon atoms. The corrected potential allows to perform more 
realistic simulations of pure carbon and nickel-carbon systems. 
 The potential has been applied for the MD simulations of the 
transformation of the graphene flake consisting of 96 atoms with 
the Ni13 cluster attached both at high temperature and under the 
action of electron irradiation in HRTEM. Based on these 
simulations, the temperature 1800 K is chosen as appropriate for 
modelling of structure relaxation between successive electron 
impacts. The first stages of the irradiation-induced transformation 
of the graphene flake with the attached nickel cluster are shown to 
be the same as for the pristine graphene flake,20 with non-
hexagonal rings appearing rapidly at the flake edges. However, 
upon formation of the bowl-shaped region, the system behaviour 
shows diversity. In first limiting case with the preferential 
formation of nickel-carbon bonds over carbon-carbon bonds, the 
transformation to the heterofullerene with the nickel cluster 
serving as a patch to the carbon cage is observed. In the opposite 
case, the heterostructure with the metal cluster linked to the nearly 
closed carbon cage just by a couple of bonds and hanging outside 
of this cage is formed. This pathway of the irradiation induced 
graphene-heterofullerene transformation is qualitatively close to 
that for the thermally activated transformation, which confirms the 
similarity of the thermally activated and irradiation-induced 
processes for carbon nanostructures. 
 It is shown that the presence of the cluster has a mild effect on 
the overall kinetics of the irradiation-induced transformation. The 
role of the cluster in this process is related to (1) wrapping the 
graphene flake around it, (2) introduction of new irradiation-
induced events, and (3) changing threshold energies of irradiation-
induced events. In particular, it is found that the cluster reduces the 
threshold energy for emission of carbon atoms and favours atom 
losses. Therefore, the combined effect of the nickel cluster and 
electron irradiation can be used for controlled cutting of carbon 
nanostructures. We propose that this effect can explain the 
observed in HRTEM cutting of nanotubes by Os cluster.13 
 The correlations between the number of carbon atoms bonded 
to the cluster, transformation time and lifetime of the 
heterostructure formed are revealed. These correlations 
demonstrate that stronger interactions between the cluster and 
carbon structure speed up the transformation process and stabilize 
the heterostructure. The calculated transformation time and 
heterostructure lifetimes are on the order of hundreds of seconds  
suggesting that all stages of the transformation can be resolved and 
controlled in HRTEM. The sequences of images of structure 
evolution under observation in HRTEM are obtained for the two 
limiting cases of the transformation mechanism. The maximum 
yield of 80% of heterostructures is predicted for 700 s of 
observation. 
 Recent advances in technologies of manipulation with 
individual nanoobjects makes us expect that the considered process 
of controlled synthesis of new types of metal-carbon 
heterosctructures in HRTEM can be implemented experimentally 
in the near future. Pioneering works61,62 of Eigler have been 
followed by significant developments in controlled manipulation 
of atoms and molecules on surfaces (see reviews for 
atom/molecule manipulation using scanning tunneling 
microscopy63 and atomic force microscopy64). In particular, it 
should be pointed out that the methods to cut a graphene layer into 
flakes of certain size and shape have been elaborated.65 Assembly 
and disassembly of metal clusters with a precise control of single 
atoms has been also demonstrated.66 Thus, using present-day 
technologies, it is already possible to prepare metal clusters of a 
controlled size and composition (atoms of different elements can 
be combined into one cluster) attached to graphene flakes of a 
controlled size and shape. After that we suggest to perform the 
transformation similar to the graphene-fullerene transformation, 
which was already demonstrated experimentally in HRTEM,22 but 
with an added nickel cluster. Therefore, there are no significant 
obstacles that could impede experimental observation of the 
studied process in HRTEM. 
 Moreover, methods to produce a 2D network from identical 
large flat organic molecules on a surface have been developed.67,68 
Such a surface network made of large polycyclic hydrocarbons 
with transition metal clusters deposited on it can be used as a basis 
for batch production of the proposed heterostructures (hydrogen is 
removed rapidly by electron irradiation). Since the time period 
during which the yield of the heterostructures is greater than 50% 
is the same as the average transformation time we believe that 
methods of batch production of the proposed metal-carbon 
heterostructures and new types of 2D and 3D metal-organic 
structures made of them can be implemented. 
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Modified potential 
The same as in the original Brenner potential,1 the energy of the system is represented as2   
b
( )
ij
i j i
E E

 ,         (S1) 
where the energy ijE  of the bond between atoms i  and j  separated by the distance ijr  is given by the 
sum of repulsive and attractive terms  
R A( ) ( )ij ij ij ijE V r b V r  .        (S2) 
The repulsive interaction is determined by the two-body function 
 R 1( ) ( ) expij ij ij ij ,ij ijV r f r A r  ,        (S3) 
where the cut-off function ( )ijf r  has the form 
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The attractive interaction is described by the two-body function  
 2( ) ( ) expA ij ij ij ij ,ij ijV r f r B r         (S5) 
multiplied by the function ijb  which describes the dependence of the interaction energy on the local 
coordination. The empirical bond order function ijb  is given by the sum of the average of the terms ijb  
and jib  corresponding to each atom in the bond and of the additional correction function ijF , which is 
used to account for conjugated versus non-conjugated bonding and to avoid the overlapping of radicals,  
   C C conj2ij ij ji ij ij ji ijb b b / F N ,N ,N   ,      (S6) 
where CijN  is the number of carbon atoms bonded to atom i in addition to atom  j and 
conj
ijN  is used to 
determine whether the bond between atoms i and j is a part of a conjugated system. The function ijF  is 
non-zero only for bonds between two carbon atoms. 
The bond order function ijb  for each atom in the bond is determined by  
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where (e)ijR  is the equilibrium distance between atoms i and j, ijk  is the angle between the bonds between 
atoms i and j and atoms i and k and   is taken equal to 0.5 for all atoms. The function H in this 
expression depending on the numbers NiijN  and 
C
ijN  of nickel and carbon neighbors of atom i in addition 
to atom j was present also in the original Brenner potential1 but it was taken equal to zero for the 
previous version of the Ni-C potential.2 Here non-zero values of this function are introduced to improve 
description of low-coordinated nickel atoms. 
The function ( )ijkG   is taken in the form 
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As opposed to the original Brenner potential,1 we assume that the parameters of the function 
( )ijkG   ijka , ijkc  and ijkd  depend on types of all three atoms i , j and k.  
The numbers CijN  and 
conj
ijN  are found as 
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In the modified Ni-C potential, the values of the function ijF  are corrected according the original 
Brenner potential. In addition,    CC CC1 2 2 2 1 2F , , F , ,  are changed to 0 0630.  to improve the 
graphene edge energies. The correct energies of carbon structures on the Ni (111) surface are kept by 
adjusting the parameters CCNia  and CNiCa . The parameters of the modified potential are given in Tables 
S1–3. The parameters that are changed as compared to the previous version2 are shown in bold. The 
function H now takes non-zero values only in the case of  C NiNiC , H H N N  for Ni 5N   and  C 1N  . 
Namely,  C NiNiC 1, 3 1 3H N N .    and  C NiNiC 1, 4 5 2 5H N N , .   . 
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Table  S1. Two-body parameters of the potential.  
Parameters C-C C-Ni Ni-Ni 
 A  (eV) 2606 1866 1473 
B (eV) 1397 184.6 61.24 
1  (Å
-1) 3.2803 3.6768 3.2397 
2 (Å
-1) 2.6888 1.8384 1.2608 
(1)R (Å) 1.7 2.2 3.0 
(2)R (Å) 2.0 2.5 3.3 
(e)R (Å) 1.3900 1.6345 2.0839 
 
Table  S2. Three-body parameters of the modified potential.  
Parameters CCC CCNi CNiC CNiNi NiNiNi NiNiC NiCNi NiCC 
 (Å-1) 0 0 0 0 4.40 0 4.01 0 
a  2.08 410 0.115 0.602 33 29 10.   29 28 10.   0 41 86 10.   51 22 10.   
c  330 0 0 5.72 7760 0 7410 240 
d  3.50 1.00 1.00 0.348 69.0 1.00 7.75 1.00 
 
Table  S3. Values of function  CCF i, j,k  for integer values of i, j  and k . Between integer values of  
i, j  and k , the function is interpolated by a cubic spline. All parameters not given are equal to zero, 
   CC CC2F i, j,k F i, j ,k  . 
 FCC 
(0,1,1), (1,0,1) 0.0996 
(0,2,1), (2,0,1) 0.0427 
(0,2,2), (2,0,2) -0.0269 
(0,3,1), (3,0,1) -0.0904 
(0,3,2), (3,0,2) -0.0904 
(1,1,1) 0.1264 
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(1,1,2) 0.0108 
(1,2,1), (2,1,1) 0.0120 
(1,2,2), (2,1,1) -0.0630 
(1,3,1), (3,1,1) -0.0903 
(1,3,2), (3,1,2) -0.0903 
(2,2,1) 0.0605 
(2,3,1), (3,2,1) -0.0363 
(2,3,2), (3,2,2) -0.0363 
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